I am interested in representing the concerns and interests of the Class of 1975 during the few years before we graduate and would like to participate in graduation planning and organizing as well as future activities and projects of the class.

I have been intimately involved and interested in MIT organizations and activities, and am very familiar with the academic and administrative workings of the Institute. I feel that as class president I could utilize this knowledge and experience to the benefit of MIT during the coming years. I believe that I have been closely enough informed of and involved in the concerns of our class to adequately represent our interests as I perceive them now. I pledge to be receptive to the concerns of the members of the class over the coming years, and to actively represent those concerns in the most effective ways possible.

Besides, most important is the fact that I enjoyed my years at MIT, and the many friends I shared those years with mean a great deal to me. I would like to continue to be involved with them and would be excited and honored to serve as President of the Class of 1975.

Anita Horton

---

Class of '75

President

I have had a lot of fun this year with the Class of '75, chairing TDC, creating the widely-hailed BlockBuster party with ATO, KS, DK, and PBE in September. In February, three months of effort leading to the '75 Concert, Committee member resulted in the RSM&T concert, also acclaimed as a good time despite the financial cost. And all year long, my class anchor has introduced me to you and to newsmakers all around campus. Let me put my experience and enthusiasm to work for all of us.

Peter Manucci

---

SECRETARY-TREASURER

Having worked for the MIT Alumni Association since January of my freshman year, I am well acquainted with the duties of the office of Class Secretary-Treasurer. These include maintaining the class bookkeeping account, writing the 1975 "Class Notes" Section of Technology Review, serving on the organization of reunions. Because of my familiarity with the Association and my past experience in planning reunions, I feel qualified as a candidate for the position of Sec-Treas in the class of '75.

Jennifer Gordon

---

VICE PRESIDENT

I might be eloquent, I might be rousing, I might be humorous, I might be creative, I might be persuasive, but I want to elect to Class President. I am a candidate for Class Presidential duties involve primarily communication with class members and MIT: similar to the position of permanent class officer's responsibilities. Officers will have to deal with commencements which is the occasion of unity for the class of '75. I am acquainted with the plans for commencement which is the first activity the Permanent Class Officers will have to deal with. As the only candidate for permanent Class Officer which is currently a Senior Class Officer, I feel that I can bring the requisite knowledge of planning that will make commencement a success. I have worked as Editor-in-Chief of Tech ElectroNews which should be of help when preparing class notes for Technology Review. As Treasurer of the Student Center Committee I have set up book sales from scratch and controlled the cash flow of one of the largest student committees. As Treasurer of the Student Center Committee I have also been involved in the planning of the social events the Committee sponsors and I hope to have a major hand in running the Senior Class party and Reunion.

I feel that my experience in dealing with "3" will allow me to step into the position of Secretary-Treasurer immediately and handle it successfully through the first reunion.

Forrest Knecht

---

Class of '76

President

It is clear that the position of permanent Secretary-Treasurer is really two positions in one: secretary and treasurer. I feel that I am well qualified to handle both positions effectively in order to fulfill the Class of '75 through the next five years. My first qualification is that I am a member of the Senior Class Executive Committee and thus am well acquainted with the workings of the Student Senate and am acquainted with the plans for commencement which is the first activity the Permanent Class Officers will have to deal with. As the only candidate for permanent Class Officer which is currently a Senior Class Officer, I feel that I can bring the knowledge of the Alumni Association to the position of permanent Class Officer which is currently a Senior Class Officer. I think that I can bring the requisite knowledge of planning that will make commencement a success. I have worked as Editor-in-Chief of Tech ElectroNews which should be of help when preparing class notes for Technology Review. As Treasurer of the Student Center Committee I have set up book sales from scratch and controlled the cash flow of one of the largest student committees. As Treasurer of the Student Center Committee I have also been involved in the planning of the social events the Committee sponsors and I hope to have a major hand in running the Senior Class party and Reunion.

I feel that my experience in dealing with "3" will allow me to step into the position of Secretary-Treasurer immediately and handle it successfully through the first reunion.

Jeffrey M. Schweiger

---

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Anita Horton

---

I am interested in representing the concerns and interests of the Class of 1975 during the few years before we graduate and would like to participate in graduation planning and organizing as well as future activities and projects of the class.

I have been intimately involved and interested in MIT organizations and activities, and am very familiar with the academic and administrative workings of the Institute. I feel that as class president I could utilize this knowledge and experience to the benefit of MIT during the coming years. I believe that I have been closely enough informed of and involved in the concerns of our class to adequately represent our interests as I perceive them now. I pledge to be receptive to the concerns of the members of the class over the coming years, and to actively represent those concerns in the most effective ways possible.

Besides, most important is the fact that I enjoyed my years at MIT, and the many friends I shared those years with mean a great deal to me. I would like to continue to be involved with them and would be excited and honored to serve as President of the Class of 1975.
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---

Peter Manucci

---

Jennifer Gordon

---

Mike Kozinetz

---

Gary Bachwald

---

John Krout